DRAWING FUNDAMENTALS (CEDR-250)

All items in blue can be purchased from the AUArts Bookstore.

- 4B graphite pencil $1.35
- Pencil sharpener $1.30
- Black ultra–fine point sharpie pen $1.40
- White vinyl eraser $0.55
- Synthetic charcoal $0.95/stick
  OR
  Box of synthetic charcoal $11.40/pack
- Drawing ink $8-$11
- Bamboo brush for drawing ink $2.40
- 24” metal cork back ruler $7.10
- 2 2” Clip $0.50
  OR
  2 1 ¼” Clip $0.15
- 6 sheets of medium sized Mayfair paper $1.05
- Large cardboard portfolio case $10.15
- 24” x 36” Newsprint $6.80

Estimated Total Cost of Supplies: $41.00 - 55.00